### How to Read the “Course/Subject/Crs Lvl” Column:

There are up to three parts to the listing: **TRAN-TF.OC**

1. **Part 1: Department**
   - If the direct equivalent of a Whitman course, the appropriate course is listed
     - ex: PHIL-117, ENGL-110
   - If it fits into a particular department (appropriate for major credit), but is not equivalent to a specific course, the department is listed, along with the distribution area
     - ex: SPAN-TF.RU, MATH-TF.QU
   - If it does not fit into a specific department, or is not accepted for major credit by that department, the course is listed as other transfer credit, with a distribution designation
     - ex: TRAN-TF.OC, TRAN-TF.SCL

2. **Part 2: Type of Transfer Credit**
   - If it is general academic transfer credit (or from an Approved Off-Campus Study program), the middle section is “TF”
     - ex: ECON-TF.SO, TRAN-TF.OC
   - If the credits are from a Partner Off-Campus Study program (formerly called “Affiliated”), the middle section is “AF”
     - ex: TRAN-AF.HU, POL-AF.SO
   - If the credits count as activity credits (music ensembles, theatre productions, sports & dance classes, etc.), the middle section is “TFA”
     - ex: SSRA-TFA.OC, MUS-TFA.FI

3. **Part 3: Distribution**
   - Alternative Voices: AL
     - ex: TRAN-TF.AL
   - Cultural Pluralism: CP
     - ex: ANTH-AF.CP
   - Social Sciences: SO
     - ex: HIST-TF.SO
   - Humanities: HU
     - ex: ENGL-TF.HU
   - Fine Arts: FI
     - ex: ARTS-AF.FI
   - Science: SC
     - ex: PHYS-TF.SC
   - Science with a Lab: SCL
     - ex: ASTR-AF.SCL
   - Quantitative Analysis: QU
     - ex: MATH-TF.QU
   - Other Credit: OC
     - ex: TRAN-TF.OC